Management and policy decisions are typically made based on information that is derived from datasets. To prepare datasets so that they are ready to be analyzed requires a number of tedious and, oftentimes, manual data curation activities, such as data cleaning, linking, and integration with other datasets.

In this talk, I will present some recent work on these three activities with particular emphasis on a recent work where we propose a query-oriented system for cleaning data with oracles. Unlike prior data cleaning techniques where the focus has largely been to correct all existing data upfront, our framework is driven by the correctness of query results, cleans data only as needed, and also permits one to augment the underlying dataset through the identification of missing tuples in the result of a query. Incorrect/missing tuples are removed/added to the result of a query through edits that are applied to the underlying dataset, where the edits are derived by interacting with domain experts which we model as oracle crowds.

We show that the problem of determining minimal interactions with oracle crowds to derive database edits for removing/adding incorrect/missing tuples to the result of a query is NP-hard in general and present heuristic algorithms that interact with oracle crowds to progressively clean the dataset, as needed. I will also present recent work on temporal record linkage and integration that allows one to identify which facts are temporally related and how they can be meaningfully combined together.
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